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No to Bratton: A Rejection of Stop and Frisk,
and a Call for Progressive Reform in Oakland
ROBERT S. GREER, JR.*
Introduction
The City of Oakland, California is often viewed as beset by violent
crime and civil disruption. Unfortunately, there is an undeniable truth
behind this stigmatization; Oakland is statistically more crime-ridden than
other cities in California. The chances of becoming a victim of violent
crime in the State of California are 1 in 243, while the chances of becoming
a victim of violent crime in Oakland are 1 in 59.' According to FBI crime
statistics, the number of violent crimes committed in Oakland in 2011 was
6,652.2 Thus, there were 1,200 more violent crimes in Oakland than in San
Francisco, and over 3,400 more than in San Jose-even though both of
those cities have significantly larger populations than Oakland does.3
Oakland's violent crime is concentrated in low income, disadvantaged
neighborhoods.4 There is a marked disparity in public safety between the
neighborhoods in the East Oakland hills and the less affluent areas west of
5the 580 Interstate. To compound the problem, the Oakland police have a
recent history of being ineffective. Homicides and other serious crimes
often go unsolved.
* I would like to thank every Hastings Race and Poverty Journal staff member who worked
on this note. I could not have finished it without your hard work and dedication. I would also
like to thank all the friends and family who inspired me along the way, especially Marcia and
Robert Greer Sr. This note is dedicated to anyone who has ever experienced indignity or injustice
at the hands of state oppression.
1. Neighborhood Scout, Crime Rates for Oakland, available at http://www.neighbor
hoodscout.com/ca/oakland/crime/ (last visited Sept. 14, 2013).
2. Preliminary Uniform Crime Report in the United States (January - December 2011),
available at http://www.fbi.gov/about-us/cjis/ucr/crime-in-the-u.s/2011/preliminary-annual-ucr-
jan-dec-201 1/data-tables/table-4/table-4-alabama-california (last visited Sep. 14, 2013).
3. Id.
4. Neighborhood Scout, supra note 1.
5. Id.




Oakland is in need of an initiative to change the direction of its crime
statistics and ultimately the image of the city. The violent crime in
Oakland's "flat lands," coupled with police inefficacy, destroys the sense of
safety which is necessary for any cohesive and healthy community. The
violence and crime are unquestionably devastating to neighborhoods and
residents. Present efforts to reform police practices and improve police
presence have been frustrated by community protest and civil
disobedience. At first glance, this might seem counterintuitive. Many
members of the community are concerned with Oakland's current plan to
confront the crime problem. This note focuses on the controversy centering
around the decision by the city council to hire William Bratton, former
police chief of both New York and Los Angeles, as a consultant to the
Oakland Police Department.8
In his capacity as a multinational police consultant,9 Bratton bases his
credentials on his past success in reducing metropolitan crime, as well as on
his adherence to the "broken windows theory."10 Bratton is also well-
known for his promotion of stop and frisk search techniques." During a
January 15, 2013, meeting of the Special Public Safety Committee, at
which the contract to hire Bratton's consulting firm was to be discussed, the
council chambers echoed with cries of protestors.12 There were moments
when the meeting seemed as though it might not continue.' 3  Even so,
Bratton was effectively hired on January 23, 2013. After a nine hour
meeting, the city council voted to approve the $250,000 contract retaining
Bratton's Strategic Policy Partnership.' 5
Considering Oakland's crime epidemic, alongside the fact that the city
seems to be confronting the issue in an open manner, one may ask how any
public backlash to Bratton's hiring could be justified. The principle aim of
this note is threefold. First, it seeks to show, in light of William Bratton's
7. Matthai Kuruvila, Oakland Council Copes With Rowdy Protestors, S.F. CHRON., Jan. 19,
2013, available at http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/Oakland-council-copes-with-rowdy-
protesters-4208443.php.
8. Id.
9. Jon Swaine, UK Riots: Supercop's Battle Order for Tackling Britain's Street Gangs, THE
TELEGRAPH, Aug. 12, 2011, available at http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/crime/86991
47/UK-riots-supercops-battle-order-for-tackling-Britains-street-gangs.html.
10. Id.
11. Kuruvila, supra note 7.
12. City of Oakland Live and Archived Streaming Media Service, Special Public Safety
Committee, Jan. 15, 2013, available at http://oakland.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view-id=
2&clip-id=l 199&metaid=57752.
13. Id.
14. KQED News Staff, Oakland City Council Votes to Hire William Bratton as Police
Consultant, Jan. 23, 2013, available at http://blogs.kqed.org/newsfix/2013/01/23/oakland-city-
council-votes-to-hire-william-bratton-as-police-consultant/.
15. Id.
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methodology, the past practices of the Oakland Police Department, and the
weight of legal precedent, that public concern surrounding Bratton's hiring
is legitimate. Second, it aims to show how the sociological and empirical
underpinnings of Bratton's strategy for Oakland are flawed. Finally, this
article seeks to suggest a solution to Oakland's crime epidemic, defining an
academic and legal foundation upon which Oakland can build a policing
policy that is both legally practical and upholds the basic tenets of human
decency.
I. Oakland's Public Outcry Is Legitimate and Justified
The public reaction surrounding Oakland's adoption of William
Bratton's methodology, especially the use of aggressive stop and frisk
crime interdiction, is legitimate.16 One might be tempted to discount the
public protest as an isolated incident, or as vestiges of the Occupy Oakland
movement. However, Oakland has a history of dealing with severe police
department abuse of stop and frisk techniques.17 Before exploring this past
abuse in detail, it will be useful to review the jurisprudence surrounding the
Fourth Amendment and the stop and frisk techniques currently employed
throughout the United States.
A. Fourth Amendment Background: Stop and Frisk
The contours of the stop and frisk technique were first outlined in the
landmark Fourth Amendment' 8 case of Terry v. Ohio.19  In Terry, the
Supreme Court of the United States held that when a police officer observes
unusual conduct which leads him to believe, in light of his experience, that
criminal activity may occur and may involve a person who is armed and
dangerous, he may conduct a limited search of a person's outer clothing in
order to look for weapons which might be used to harm the officer or the
public.20 The precedent laid down in Terry became an integral part of
Fourth Amendment jurisprudence. 2 1 The decision came during a period in
which the Court was decisively expanding the protections offered by the
Fourth Amendment. In a prior landmark decision, Katz v. United States,
the Court held that the Fourth Amendment protects persons and not
16. Kuruvila, supra note 7; Swaine, supra note 9.
17. Foster v. City of Oakland, 621 F. Supp. 2d 779, 785 (N.D.Cal. 2008).
18. U.S. Const. amend. IV, "The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses,
papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no
warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, and particularly
describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized."
19. Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 1868, 1884-85 (1968).
20. Id.
21. Joshua Dressier, Criminal Procedure: Principles, Policies and Perspective 344-48 (5th
ed. 2013).
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places. 2 2 Katz also solidified the principle that an individual's privacy is
protected by the Fourth Amendment when he or she has both an actual
(subjective) expectation of privacy, and when that expectation is one
society is prepared to recognize as "reasonable."23
Terry, Katz, and other watershed Fourth Amendment decisions from
the 1960s represented a manifold expansion of Fourth Amendment
protection. These decisions paved the way for the stop and frisk
procedure-the same procedure espoused by Bratton-to become the law
of the land.24 As Katz underscores, an important element of Fourth
Amendment analysis is determining whether an individual's expectation of
privacy is reasonable.25 Reasonableness plays a crucial role in analyzing
the propriety of government intrusion into a citizen's private life.26
Unfortunately, Oakland's recent past is marred by occasions where
members of the Oakland Police Department acted in a manner which was
unreasonable and inconsistent with established precedent. 2 7
B. Oakland's Recent History of Fourth Amendment Violations
During City Council meetings and discussions that preceded the hiring
of Bratton, Oakland residents could be heard lamenting over how his
strategies would result in a deprivation of constitutional and civil liberties. 28
The concern is not surprising, considering the Oakland Police Department's
record over the last decade. In 2008, the United States District Court for
the Northern District of California, decided Foster v. City of Oakland.29
Foster involved individuals who brought an action pursuant to 42 U.S.C. §
1983 against the City of Oakland, several police officers, and Oakland's
police chief.30 Ultimately, the court granted the plaintiffs motion for
partial summary judgment and declaratory relief, ruling that two of the
Oakland Police Department's search policies were unconstitutional.3 1
However, the facts surrounding the individual plaintiffs' cases in Foster are
especially egregious and justify the Oakland community's cause for
concern.
The named plaintiff in Foster v. Oakland, Darnell Foster, was visiting
a friend in Oakland, California, on February 27, 2004, when he was stopped
22. Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 350-52 (1967).
23. Id. at 359-60
24. Dressler, supra note 21 at 344-48.
25. Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 359-60 (1967).
26. Dressler, supra note 21, at 344.
27. Foster, 621 F. Supp. 2d; Smith v. City of Oakland, 538 F. Supp. 2d 1217 (N.D.Cal.
2008).
28. Special Public Safety Committee; see also note 12.
29. Foster, 621 F. Supp. 2d.
30. Id. at 782.
31. Id. at 796.
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by the Oakland Police on School Street near Pleitner Avenue.3 2 After
Foster proffered his identification, the police forced him against the back of
a patrol car, and ordered to him spread his legs so an officer could search
his pockets.3 3 The police found no contraband and a computer search of
Foster's name revealed no warrants or evidence of wrongdoing.3 4 The
police then placed Foster over the hood of a patrol car, lowered his pants
and underwear around his knees and subjected him to an invasive physical
and visual search of his genitals and anus.5  Throughout this entire
proceeding no contraband was ever discovered.36  However, before
releasing Foster, the police drove him two blocks down the road and asked
him to make an undercover drug purchase.37 When he refused their request,
the police released Foster with a citation for loitering.3 8
Another plaintiff in Foster v. Oakland, Rafael Duarte, had a similar
experience with the Oakland Police Department on March 9, 2005.39 The
Oakland Police stopped Duarte, who was riding in a friend's car, on Baker
Street between 62nd and 63rd. 4 0 The police removed Duarte from the
vehicle and handcuffed him without giving him a verbal order or
explanation. 4 1 After repeated pat down searches revealed nothing, the
police subjected Duarte and his friend to strip and visual body cavity
searches; neither of these searches revealed any contraband.42 A crowd of
observers, some of whom were acquainted with Duarte, gathered and
witnessed these demeaning searches.43 The police then held Duarte in
custody for two hours at the Oakland City Jail, and eventually released him
without charges. 44
A third plaintiff in Foster v. Oakland, Yancie Young, was pulled over
by Oakland police and removed from his car on September 30, 2003.45
Insisting that they could smell illegal narcotics on him, the officers
conducted a visual search of Young's genitals and repeated pat down
searches; they found no contraband.46  After placing Young in a patrol
vehicle, the officers searched his car with a canine unit for over an hour;







39. Id. at 784-85.
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ultimately, they found nothing.47 The officers released Young without
charges, and he subsequently filed a complaint with the Citizen's Police
Review Board.48
Unfortunately, the incidents described above do not appear to be
isolated or discrete. As of 2011, over forty 42 U.S.C. § 1983 actions related
to claims against individual Oakland Police officers, the Oakland police
chief, and the City of Oakland were filed in district court. Each claim was
based on alleged violations of the Fourth Amendment and on unlawful
search techniques employed by the Oakland Police Department.49 Clearly,
the Oakland Police Department has experienced difficulty crafting search
policies that comport to the requirements of the Constitution. In fact, the
ultimate holding in Foster v. Oakland was not that the individual searches
were unconstitutional, but that the Oakland policies themselves did not pass
muster because they allowed for a full field strip search without probable
cause.50 As the district court noted, the Oakland search policies bypassed a
principle holding of Terry v. Ohio-that "detentions and stops that are short
of an actual arrest will not support a strip search or, indeed, any kind of
search except for a Terry search when the standards of Terry v. Ohio justify
a Terry stop."5'
Considering the recent litigation surrounding Oakland's
unconstitutional stop and frisk policies, a new reform should focus on a
more progressive approach. However, in hiring Bratton, an aggressive stop
and frisk advocate, 52 it appears the city is trudging down the same
misguided path. In reference to his past work as a police chief, Bratton has
stated, ". . . in my experience, the younger criminal element don't fear the
police and have been emboldened to challenge the police and effectively
take them on," and that the police need to be free to use "a lot of arrows in
the quiver."53  These statements demonstrate Bratton's attitude as
confrontational rather than constructive.5 4 He likens improving
neighborhood safety to gardening, asserting that "[i]f you get things in their
smaller stages, you prevent them from growing into larger problems, like
weeding a garden."55 Taking into account Bratton's views and considering
Oakland's egregious past practices, Oakland Police Department's hiring of
47. Foster, 621 F. Supp. 2d. at 785.
48. Id.
49. Smith, 538 F. Supp. 2d 1217 (N.D.Cal. 2008).
50. Foster, 621 F. Supp. 2d at 795-96.
51. Id. at 791.
52. KQED News Staff, supra note 14.
53. Swaine, supra note 9.
54. "But police cannot be social workers, he says. Faced in Los Angeles with protesters
outside his station chanting 'Bratton, control your cops!', he went outside and shouted back:
'Parents, control your kids!"' Swaine, supra note 9.
55. Swaine, supra note 9.
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Bratton seems like nothing more than a reaffirmation of the misguided
policies the department has already pursued in the past.
Bratton's policies have been met with controversy and expensive
litigation in all of the cities where they have been applied.5 6 Specifically,
concerns have been raised about the constitutionality and practical efficacy
of stop and frisk centered police tactics.57 For example, New York trials
relating to the New York Police- Department's use of stop and frisk
techniques have unearthed disturbing facts about the possible use of
quotas.58 According to Adhyl Polanco, an officer testifying in a class action
suit brought against the NYPD, officers were given instructions to meet a
stop and frisk quota. 59  Another officer testifying in the same litigation
commented on the quota system, stating, "We were handcuffing kids for no
reason." 60 The implications of the New York stop and frisk quota system
have marred the alleged success of New York's police policies and
represent a tremendous legal challenge for city administration.6' The
ongoing legal battle in New York has not weighed in favor of Bratton's
aggressive stop and frisk procedures. A recent federal court decision, Floyd
v. City of New York, held the stop and frisk tactics in New York were
unconstitutional.6 2 The plaintiffs in Floyd presented enough evidence for
the court to infer that the stop and frisk policies were grounded in racial
profiling and discriminatorily affected young blacks and Hispanics.6 ' The
decision invalidated a major aspect of the New York's crime fighting
strategy.64 The city of Oakland literally cannot afford to adopt a system
which invites controversy and litigation. For the period between 2001 and
2011, the city paid more than $57 million in settlements in police abuse
cases.65 The facts surrounding the class actions in New York, alongside
Oakland's own history of unconstitutional search policies, make it difficult
to rationalize the adoption of a plan based on William Bratton's concept of
56. Joseph Goldstein, Stop-and-Frisk Trial Turns to Claim of Arrest Quotas, N.Y. TIMES







62. Floyd v. City of New York, 08 Civ. 1034 SAS, 2013 WL 4046209 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 12,
2013).
63. Id.
64. Joseph Goldstein, Judge Rejects New York's Stop-and-Frisk Policy, N.Y. TIMES (Aug.
12, 2013), available at http://www.nytimes.com/2013/08/13/nyregion/stop-and-frisk-practice-
violated-rights-judge-rules.html?pagewanted=all&_r-0.




proper policing-a plan based on promoting more stop and frisk.
It is undeniable that stop and frisk procedures are completely legal,66
and the ability of officers to conduct a Terry-stop is an integral tool for any
modem police force. However, as Fourth Amendment jurisprudence
reiterates, reasonableness is a crucial factor in determining the
constitutional limits surrounding an officer's ability to intrude on the
privacy of an individual.6 7 There is no precise mechanical definition or
formulation for determining what is reasonable under the Fourth
Amendment. 68 The suggestion that the Oakland Police Department would
consciously disregard the Constitution while crafting a new strategy to
combat crime is difficult to imagine. That said, when a police department
has a past record of operating inappropriately, and when it has officially
advocated unconstitutional policies, there is cause for concern. When the
Oakland Police Department plans to formulate a new series of policies
under the guidance of Bratton, whose attitude is aggressive and
confrontational, and who bases his success on advocating tactics that have
landed other departments in trouble, public outcry seems appropriate. 69
Oakland communities view hiring William Bratton as unreasonable. All
things considered, their concerns are legitimate and justified.
II. The Sociological and Empirical Problems With Bratton's
Plan
William Bratton is a strong proponent of the broken windows theory,
which was originally created by academics James Q. Wilson and George L.
Kelling in the 1980s. 70 The theory revolves around the idea that it is not
fear of violent crime which principally causes residents in a neighborhood
to feel unsafe.7 1 Rather, the authors introduce an alternative to that notion,
stating:
We tend to overlook or forget another source of fear-the fear of being
bothered by disorderly people. Not violent people, nor, necessarily,
criminals, but disreputable or obstreperous or unpredictable people:
panhandlers, drunks, addicts, rowdy teenagers, prostitutes, loiterers, the
mentally disturbed.72
66. Terry, 392 U.S. at 1868, 1884-85.
67. See Terry, 392 U.S. at 1868; Katz, 389 U.S. 347, 353; Bell v. Wolfish, 441 U.S. 520, 559
(1979).
68. Wolfish, 441 U.S. at 559.
69. Smith, 538 F. Supp. 2d 1217 (N.D.Cal. 2008).
70. Kuruvila, supra note 7.
71. George L. Kelling and James Q. Wilson, Broken Windows: The Police and
Neighborhood Safety, THE ATLANTIC (Mar. 1, 1982), available at http://www.theatlantic.
com/magazine/archive/1982/03/broken-windows/304465/.
72. Kelling, supra note 71, at 1-2.
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Wilson and Kelling assert that foot patrol officers can perform an
"order maintenance" function, which will alleviate community fears and
make a neighborhood feel safer in the eyes of its residents.
The thesis of Wilson and Kelling's original article provides a basis for
a plan like Bratton's, which involves heavy reliance on stop and frisk
techniques. Wilson and Kelling draw on what they believe to be an
inextricable link between community disorder and crime.74 They describe
how "untended" behavior (referring to broken windows, vandalism,
misbehaving youth, and general disorderly conduct by local residents) can
eventually lead to a breakdown of community controls, which ultimately
leads to crime and a lack of safety. 7 5  If one accepts this process of
community decline as paradigmatic, then a crime fighting strategy which
grants police greater authority to stop "untended behavior" in the
community might seem just. However, referring to the events described in
Foster, it seems ludicrous to imagine the community in West Oakland
appreciating the police activities in the neighborhood. Further, it is difficult
to tell whether the aggressive intimidation of minority youth might actually
deter anyone from committing crimes in the future,76 and whether police
presence in the area would actually make anyone feel safer. William
Bratton would probably assert that the "younger criminal element" should
learn to fear and respect the police,77 and that crime will diminish when the
police garner that respect. However, there is a problem with viewing crime
deterrence through the lens offered by the broken windows theory: It does
not take into account empirical evidence or actual crime statistics.78
In the original broken windows article, the authors begin by openly
discounting empirical evidence showing that increased foot patrol, the very
practice they ultimately advocate, actually has no effect on the amount of
violent crime. 7 9 Acknowledging this fact, the authors state:
Based on its analysis (referring to an evaluation of an experiment
published by the Police Foundation in Washington D.C.) of a
carefully controlled experiment carried out chiefly in Newark, the
foundation concluded, to the surprise of hardly anyone, that foot
patrol had not reduced crime rates.8 0
73. Kelling, supra note 71, at 1-2.
74. Id.
75. Id. at 3.
76. It did prompt them to bring Section 1983 suits against the city and complain to various
community and civic organizations. See Foster, 621 F. Supp. 2d at 785.
77. Kuruvila, supra note 7.
78. Kelling, supra note 71, at 1.
79. Id.
80. Id.
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By asserting that increased foot patrols actually make residents feel
safer, the authors rely on a concept of "untended behavior" contributing to
community decline.8 ' They also rest their conclusions on their own
experiences walking along a beat patrol with officers in New Jersey. 82
Kelling, the author who accompanied one particular officer on a downtown
patrol, describes the officer as maintaining public order by actively
enforcing community rules.83  He observed the officer settling disputes,
arresting people for vagrancy, and keeping an eye on local teenagers, all the
while differentiating between the neighborhood "regulars" and
"strangers." 84 The interaction between the officer and the community is
presented as being collaborative and beneficial; however, even the authors
recognize that some of the practices they observed would probably not
withstand legal challenge.85 Further, the authors make bold assumptions in
the article, referring to the alleged fact that the predominantly black
community residents enjoyed the "order maintenance" function performed
by predominantly white police officers; these assumptions seem to be
supported by nothing more than conjecture.8 6 From an empirical
standpoint, the broken windows article falls short of demonstrating a
correlation between increased "order maintenance" and a reduction in
violent crime. Rather, it merely illustrates an abstract concept of fear which
may play an underlying role in a community's sense of well-being.
Despite its empirical shortcomings, Wilson and Kelling's theory
became popular in the 1990s and went virtually unopposed in the academic
and legal community.87  It was during this period that William Bratton
began to attribute his progress in New York to Wilson and Kelling's
ideas.88  Bratton developed a policy of "zero tolerance" toward minor
misdemeanor offenses-what he characterized as "quality of life crimes." 89
His policy was based around the principle thesis of Wilson and Kelling's
essay, that is, that minor offenses and a lack of community order create a
breeding ground for more serious crime.90 Initial empirical data, something
lacking in Wilson and Kelling's essay, seemed to actually support the






87. Bernard E. Harcourt, Reflecting on the Subject: A Critique of the Social Influence
Conception of Deterrence, the Broken Windows Theory, and Order-Maintenance Policing New
York Style, 97 MICH. L. REv. 291, 293-94 (1998).
88. Id. at 293.
89. Id. at 302.
90. Id. at 302-03.
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effectiveness of police policies built around the broken windows theory. 91
However, later studies refuted the empirical nexus between such policies
and a reduction in violent crime.92 For example, Professor Bernard E.
Harcourt93 replicated a study conducted by Wesely Skogan that supported
the theory.94  Skogan's study showed a correlation between broken
windows-based policies and a reduction in violent crime. 95 Harcourt's
results refuted Skogan's notion that a heavy focus on misdemeanor offenses
and "order maintenance" caused the violent crime rate to fall.96 In fact,
Harcourt's results showed that certain types of serious crime, such as rape,
and purse snatching were not related to the neighborhood disorder and
decline described in the broken windows theory.97  Further, when
neighborhood poverty, stability, and race, were held at a statistical constant,
the alleged correlation between physical assault and neighborhood disorder
began to disappear.9 8
Studies such as Harcourt's demonstrate the nexus between William
Bratton's broken windows-based strategies and an actual reduction in
violent crime is not empirically certain. It is true that during William
Bratton's tenure as police chief in New York and Los Angeles, both cities
saw a reduction in violent crime;99 however, those reductions in violent
crime coincided with a continuing reduction in violent crime across the
entire United States. 00 One cannot wholly discount William Bratton's
efficacy as a police chief or as a leader. However, it is difficult to assert
that Bratton's methodology (referring to his use of stop and frisk as a means
of imposing community order) is solely responsible for the decline in crime
during his tenures in New York and Los Angeles. It is also difficult to
state, especially when the statistical evidence is inconclusive, that an
Oakland police policy reliant on Bratton's application of broken windows
theory would have a measurable effect on the level of violent crime in the
city. A policy to improve Oakland's violent crime rate may take into
account the perceptions of community order described in the original
broken windows article. That said, a plan to effectively reduce crime must
91. Harcourt, supra note 87, at 295 (referring to a study conducted by Wesley Skogan).
92. Id.
93. Bernard E. Harcourt is a Julius Kreeger Professor of Law & Criminology and Chair and
Professor of Political Science at University of Chicago.





99. Id. at 293. See also Swaine, supra note 9.
100. See Claude Fischer, Homicides per 100,000 Americans 1900-2006, THE BERKELEY
BLOG (Mar. 30, 2013), available at http://blogs.berkeley.edu/2010/06/16/a-crime-puzzle-violent-
crime-declines-in-america/.
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have a more inclusive focus. It would be a great mistake for the City of
Oakland and the Oakland Police Department to take William Bratton at face
value; this is all the more evident when one is willing to critically examine
the broken windows theory. The City of Oakland needs to be cognizant of
the fact that, as a means to that end, a broken windows-based approach is
not ideal for reducing crime. In fact, it is a solution that is fundamentally
flawed.
III. A Better Solution
Thus far, this note has highlighted the epidemic of violent crime and
the systemic police failures that beset Oakland. The note has examined the
repeated constitutional violations that have arisen from Oakland's past
policies. Additionally, it has criticized the academic and legal soundness of
adopting William Bratton's approach. It is clear that there is a problem in
Oakland, and that something must be done. The focus of the remainder of
this note will be a suggestion to solving Oakland's crime epidemic. It will
define an academic and legal foundation upon which legislators can build a
policy which is both morally sound and legally practical.
A plan to reform Oakland's police practices should take into account
two core principles. First, it should recognize the established connection
between the creation of cultural meaning and the implementation of legal
practices and procedures. Second, it should recognize that understanding
that connection, in the context of police policy, is both morally sound and
economically efficient.
A. Law and the Creation of Cultural Meaning
To illustrate the first principle, the connection between the creation of
cultural meaning and the implementation of legal practices and procedures,
one may rely on a long tradition of academic research and commentary.
Throughout the twentieth century, and into the twenty-first, commentators
have drawn comparisons between the American legal process and dramatic
performance.101 These comparisons mainly focus on the court systems and
the cultural messages and meanings they produce. 10 2 For example, in her
essay, Courts as Performance: Domestic Hearings in a Hawai'i Family
Court, Professor Sally Engle Merry compares domestic violence courts to a
dramatic performance. 0 3 The performance is one in which the actors and
101. See T. W. Arnold, The Symbols of Government 153 (2nd ed. 1937). See also Sally
Engle Merry, "Courts as Performances: Domestic Violence Hearings in a Hawaii Family Court,"
in MINDIE LAZARUS-BLACK AND SUSAN F. HIRSCH, ED., CONTESTED STATES: LAW HEGEMONY
AND RESISTANCE 35 (1st ed. 1994).
102. Id.
103. Merry, supra note 101, at 36-37.
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audience comprise the parties, the judge, and the court officials, but also the
wider public to whom the results of disputes are reported.10 4 Commenting
on how cultural meaning is derived from this dramatic process, Merry
states:
Courts produce cultural meanings by interpreting the experiences of
the people who bring their problems there. As these problems are named,
discussed, and settled, new cultural meanings are imposed on them ...
courts present new definitions . .. these new ways of framing violent
incidents contribute to redefining cultural notions."o105
Professor Merry's essay focuses on domestic violence courts and
explores how new definitions of femininity and masculinity arise from
proceedings.1 0 6 Other scholars, such as T. W. Arnold, have explored the
dramatic role of courts in the broader context of the criminal justice system.
In his seminal work, The Symbols of Government, Arnold describes the
important meanings people derive from the ceremony and dramatization
embodied by the criminal courts. 107 Explaining how this dramatization
solidifies core aspects of a society's identity, Arnold writes, "The criminal
trial overshadows all other ceremonies as a dramatization of the values of
our spiritual government, representing the dignity of the State as an
enforcer of law, and at the same time the dignity of the individual."lo Both
T. W. Arnold and Professor Merry articulate an important connection
between law and society. Their work gives credence to the notion that the
practices and procedures in the courtroom reflect not only the perspective
and ideology of the court, but also the perspective and ideology of society
at large. This insight is valuable from a legal academic perspective.
However, from the standpoint of policy makers, legislators, and even law
enforcement, an examination of the connection between law and the
creation of cultural meaning must be broader. The drama of the courtroom
is only one part of the equation.
Section I of this note examined the intimate and often troubling
interactions between Oakland's police department and Oakland residents.
As with the courtroom examples above, it is not difficult to characterize
these interactions as dramatic performances capable of producing cultural
meaning. In fact, when exploring the connection between cultural meaning
and the law in the present context, where a low percentage of stops result in
actual court summons,109 it is arguable that the relevant focus should be the
104. Merry, supra note 101, at 36-37.
105. Id.
106. Id.
107. Arnold, supra note 101,at 130.
108. Id.
109. Note that the plaintiffs in Foster were either released without charge or given minor
citations. Additionally, statistics indicate that only two percent of blacks and Hispanics stopped
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interplay between law enforcement and the population.
The concept of looking at law enforcement in this manner is nothing
new. In The Symbols of Government, T.W. Arnold examines law
enforcement as a means of dramatizing the moral notions of the public.I10
Admittedly, Arnold's work asserts that the dramatization of moral notions
occurs in the courts."' Justifying his focus on the courts, Arnold states that
"[t]hey work in the limelight of public observation.""12 However, in today's
modern world of mass media and instant news reporting, the limelight is no
longer contained by the walls of the courtroom. The dramatization of moral
notions through law enforcement can occur on the streets. As noted in
Foster, the Oakland Police Department employed unconstitutional stop and
frisk methods in broad daylight, before crowds of observers."' Arnold
describes one function of law enforcement procedure as facilitating public
engagement in the celebration of an ideal.' 14 It is difficult to imagine the
ideals expressed in Oakland's unconstitutional search procedures as causes
for celebration. It is far more likely that those ideals created a schism
between Oakland residents and law enforcement. With regard to the
creation of cultural meaning through law, the results of such a schism are
potentially detrimental.
In her work, Merry describes how local practices for handling conflicts
are influenced by the performance and dramatization of law; ultimately, this
influence reshapes the legal, as well the social consciousness of a group."t5
In Merry's example, the influence is markedly positive, with legal practice
slowly eroding the cultural norms of spousal abuse.1 6 In Oakland, where
the performance and dramatization of law on the street has been
characterized by disrespect and unconstitutional policy, there is little chance
for the creation of positive cultural norms. If Oakland adopts procedures
that mirror the unconstitutional spirit of the city's past failures, it will only
continue the hindrance of positive cultural development. Bratton's plan
would enhance the schism between the Oakland government (as embodied
by its legal practice and procedures) and Oakland's residents. When
ceremonies and dramatization of legal practice are imbued with such a
breach, they cannot represent the "dignity of the State as an enforcer of law,
actually have contraband or weapons on their person. See Eugene Robinson, Positive Steps on
'Stop and Frisk' Drug Arrests, WASH. POST (Oct. 25, 2013), available at
http://articles.washingtonpost.com/2013-08-19/opinions/41424107.1 hispanics-whites-stop-and-
frisk.
110. Arnold, supra note 101, at 154.
111. Id.
112. Id.
113. Foster, 621 F. Supp. 2d at 785.
114. Arnold, supra note 101, at 156.
115. Merry, supra note 101, at 37.
116. Id. at 36.
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and at the same time the dignity of the individual." Rather, they represent a
lack of communication and an alienation of the individual by the
government. In the end, this alienation prevents any positive cultural
meaning from arising out of the law.
From a policy perspective, Oakland legislators must not only be
conscious of the connection between legal procedure and the creation of
cultural meaning, but also of the fact that that connection is primarily one of
mutual discourse. "Law is a discourse which interprets and conveys
meaning," and in the context of Oakland, there must be a reciprocal
discourse between the residents and the government. The process explored
above, that is, the creation of cultural meaning through legal practice and
procedure, involves reciprocity. In the context of Merry's work, it is the
people who initially bring their problems to the court.1 7 The problems are
"named, discussed, and settled," and eventually, "new cultural meanings are
imposed."" 8 In characterizing the legal process as a theatrical drama,
Merry notes that the respective parties involved, and indeed the whole
community, all simultaneously play the role of actor and audience.119 As
previously stated, the process can eventually spur the imposition of positive
cultural meaning. Merry does concede that this meaning is colored by the
practices and perspectives of those who play the more paternal part in the
drama-the judges, the lawyers, and officials;' 20 however, it is clear the
process is one of reciprocal exchange.
The city of Oakland is ripe for reciprocal exchange between residents,
government, and even law enforcement. Although largely ignored,
residents have presented their grievances to the city council and continually
attempt to make their voices heard.'2 ' They have responded to the lack of
reciprocity on the street by attempting discourse with the legislature.12 2
However, as explained in Section I, their efforts have largely been thwarted.
For a public policy to embrace the notion that positive cultural meaning can
be generated by legal practice and procedure, it must also embrace the need
for a reciprocal exchange between the powers of government and those
being governed.
In sum, if the formation of a new police policy is to be grounded in
academic legal theory, it should not take Bratton's ideology and the broken
windows approach into account. Instead, Oakland police reform should rest
on a foundation of reciprocal discourse between residents and government.
Additionally, it should take into account the fact that this discourse leads to




121. See Terry, Katz, and Wolfish, supra note 62.
122. Id-
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legal practices and procedures which will create positive cultural and social
norms. Such an approach is both theoretically and morally sound; it will
assure the dignity of Oakland's government, and in turn, the dignity of its
residents. However, this assurance is not the only reason Oakland should
pursue this approach. Considering Oakland's financial problems,123 it is
worth mentioning that recognizing the connection between legal procedures
and the creation of new cultural meaning can play a role in forming an
economically efficient policy.
B. A Process of Efficient Policy Creation
In his authoritative work examining the role of economics in the law,
Judge Richard A. Posner, points to a connection between the economic
goals of procedure and due process.12 4 Elaborating on this point, Judge
Posner explains, from an economic perspective, the objective of a
procedural system is to avoid incurring unnecessary costs.125 One set of
costs that he highlights are those arising from erroneous failures in a
procedural system.12 6 In Oakland's case, one could argue the unnecessary
costs of the city's systemic failures have been high. For a long period,
Oakland police officers operated under a procedural system that violated the
Fourth Amendment of the United States Constitution.12 7 Eventually, the
Constitutional violations resulted in litigation which undoubtedly drained
the city's already-scarce resources.
It is possible to argue that Oakland pursued its harsh unconstitutional
policy as a means of criminal deterrence. Speaking directly on the
economic aspects of criminal sanctions, Judge Posner posits that individuals
commit crimes only when the expected benefits outweigh the expected
costs.12 8 With respect to the unconstitutional search policies described in
Foster, Oakland may have viewed the harsh procedures as a means of
imposing an increased cost on potential criminals. In turn, the city likely
hoped this increased cost would deter such individuals from committing
crimes. However, in Oakland's case, the economic cost the city itself
eventually bore outweighed any deterrent benefit. This is supported by the
fact that the majority of stops described in Foster did not result in formal
arrests,129 and thus, did not effectuate any actual criminal punishment. In
123. Carolyn Jones, Oakland Begins 28 Million in Budget Cuts, S.F. CHRON., (Oct. 25,
2013), available at http://www.sfgate.com/politics/article/Oakland-begins-28-million-in-budget-
cuts-2710971.php.
124. Richard A. Posner, Economic Analysis ofLaw 757 (8th ed. 2010).
125. Id.
126. Id.
127. Foster, 621 F. Supp. 2d.
128. Posner, supra note 124, at 278.
129. Foster, 621 F. Supp. 2d. at 783-85.
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each fact pattern in Foster, the city gained zero in terms of crime fighting
benefit, and lost resources in the form of litigation expense.
In addition to causing economic loss, Oakland's harsh search policies
created a sharp disconnect between the legal practices of the government
and the residents in the city. The analysis in Section III shows the adverse
effect that such a disconnect can have on the creation of positive cultural
norms. It is possible to explore this effect from an economic perspective.
In his book, Law and Social Norms, Professor Eric A. Posner discusses the
efficiency of extra-group norms, i.e., norms that develop from outside
forces, such as government intervention.13 0 Professor Posner's analysis
concludes that, when considering how a group develops normative
behavior, it is critical to look at the initial conditions which make up the
group's surroundings. 13' Through the examples of traffic regulation and
property law, he demonstrates how these conditions often stem state
intervention, and how this intervention can have a positive effect on the
development of normative group behavior.' 32 In the case of Oakland, the
norms and meanings created through government intervention, that is, the
unlawful stop and frisk procedures, were largely negative. Rather than
promoting a positive group behavior like the legal and procedural
interventions in Professor Posner's example, the norms created through
Oakland's past policies promoted alienation, distrust, and a degradation of
personal dignity. Professor Posner's analysis of social norms demonstrates
that these negative qualities, not only reflect poorly on Oakland's
government, but also result in an inefficient society. Considering Foster, it
is not hard to conceive that Oakland's former search policies may have
prevented individuals from wanting to engage with law enforcement.
Under such circumstances, a hypothetical conflict on an Oakland street
might end in homicide where a call to police is avoided due to the fear of
aggressive and capricious overreaction. From a moral standpoint, such a
situation appears tragic. From an economic perspective, it is evidence of
marked societal inefficiency.
Balancing the costs and benefits of implementing a stringent stop and
frisk procedure, and considering Oakland's past history of § 1983 litigation,
a rejection of Bratton's strategy is the obvious course for Oakland's policy
makers. Furthermore, in developing the contours of its police strategies-
particularly those relating to stop and frisk-the city should have little need
for outside consultants where judicial precedent provides ample guidance.
While the Supreme Court has not developed a talismanic formula for
reasonableness,' 33 it has provided plenty of guidance regarding
130. ERIC A. POSNER, LA WAND SOCIAL NORMs 178 (1st ed. 2000).
13 1. Id.
132. Id. at 178-79.
133. Wolfish, 441 U.S. 520 at 559.
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reasonableness in the stop and frisk context.' 34 The Oakland government,
legislators, and police department should be able to develop a strategy that
fits the Court's definition of reasonableness. Finally, any extrajudicial
influence on Oakland's policy should not rely on Bratton's unsound
theories. Rather, extrajudicial influence should stem from a conscious
recognition that positive cultural meaning can arise from legal practice and
procedure, but only when there is reciprocal discourse between those who
administer the procedure and those who are governed by it. Principally, in
light of Professor Posner's examination of social norms and law, a new
Oakland policy should aim to promote normative efficiency through
positive government intervention. Adopting Bratton's plan would certainly
have the opposite effect. Oakland residents have already begun
complaining'3 and federal court rulings on Bratton's policies around the
nation have already held those policies to be unconstitutional. 136
Conclusion
Oakland has the potential to be a vibrant center of progress and
culture. Unfortunately, the city bears a heavy stigma, attributable in part to
the Oakland Police Department's stark ineffectiveness. In choosing to
reform its police practices and procedures, Oakland stands at a threshold. It
is a threshold that must be crossed carefully, and with the consent of all
Oakland residents. This note demonstrates why the Oakland community
has legitimate concern over the adoption of stop and frisk policies that are
aggressive and confrontational. The past demonstrated that such policies
will only harm the city and violate the rights of those who live in it.
Further, this note has highlighted why the empirical underpinnings of stop
and frisk are flawed, and why William Bratton's philosophies do not
provide the best means to fight violent crime. Finally, and most
importantly, this note has shown that any police reform must stem from a
reciprocal discourse between Oakland's residents and its government. This
will lead to an efficient and workable policy aimed at fostering new and
positive social norms. Such an approach will preserve not only the dignity
of the city, but also the dignity of its individual residents as members of a
diverse and thriving community.
134. Goldstein, supra note 64.
135. Kuruvila, supra note 7.
136. Goldstein, supra note 64.
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